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silent whales
INTO THE
OCEAN

The unpredictable fate of New York’s red
cars. Their stop in the last deposit at the
bottom of the Ocean, amidst the sea
fauna

The long trip of the Red-bird
carriages from the New York
elevated line to the deep of
the Atlantic Ocean

A

dark red strip emerges along New York’s skyline. It is not the fiery background of a sunset;
a long, crimson arrow crosses through the
rail tracks of the city, freeing the trail of a red
phoenix flying towards its destiny, in the direction of the sea.
This is the story of a subway line and its Redbird trains,
which brought new lifeblood to the Big Apple during the
70’s and 80’s. The uniform colour of the carriages, like
pulsing arteries along the rail network, stimulated the
imagination of commuters, becoming a real icon of NYC.
Unexpectedly, what was supposed to be a simple means
of transportation, a narrow red line connecting opposite
poles of the city, became one of the most powerful images to be associated with the metropolitan scenario.
The story of these carriages begins with an evocative
moniker, “Redbirds”, and ends with another, “Silent
Whales”, thus re-baptised because they resembled
whales resting in the train yards. Their trip begins in
the 80’s on the IRT Flushing line, a backbone through
some of the most multiethnic areas of New York, ferrying
thousands of inhabitants and tourists from Coney Island
to Queens County.
Each day, about 1500 carriages traversed the city, exposed to the sight of passengers who gradually started
noticing the shining new colours of the trains. The graffiti
was modifying the subway liveries, its revolutionary hues
indicating the rise of a movement that was gaining life in
the urban surroundings.
For their ephemeral nature, the paintings were adding to
the background noise of the city, an addicional distraction that could easily blend in with other large insignia,
from advertising billboards to road signs. Though the first
tags were mostly perceived as disturbing visual elements,
the graffiti layer that took shape in coloured letters and
large whole-cars soon began to baffle common citizens
and inspire the few that lingered on the platforms to
grasp their more interesting aspects.
The Redbirds circulated for forty years, until the last engine was switched off on November 2003 at the station
of Willets Point/Shea Stadium, marking the end of an
historic age for the New York subway and the beginning
of a legend: the famous red cars were transported to the
offing of the Atlantic Ocean on large naval platforms,
and deposited on the seabed between the coasts of New
Jersey, Delaware, Georgia, South Carolina and Virginia.
They were part of an environmental project for the formation of artificial coral reefs to favour the development
of aquatic fauna.
Far from the skyscrapers, the rail tracks, and under the
curious eyes of jellyfish and turtles, the Silent Whales
were launched on their last run, towards the sea, engulfed by the water in a matter of seconds, a dull thud
on the sandy ocean floor, making them eternal.

— Richard Galliano

— Chero

B continues from THE COVER

and especially with the publication of
the book Subway Art, the first sources
of information regarding the dynamics of this yet unknown movement,
reached Europe. Through these first
productions, the Graffiti phenomenon was exported to Europe associated exclusively to the Hip Hop culture of the Bronx. The four founding
pillars of the movement, Breaking,
DJ-ing, Rapping and Writing, were
considered as binding dogma.
The first musical tours, organised in
London and Paris – such as the New
York City Rap Tour in 1982 – were a
showcase for the American protagonists which consolidated the idea
of a movement as heterogeneous

and comprehensive as it was inseparable. These concerts, in which
graffiti represented a kind of scenic
backdrop, constituted the prelude
to a real exchange of direct experiences that would take form only a
few years later, when the European
contemporary Art market would
start being interested in the phenomenon. Repeating a tendency
that had already taken place years
earlier in New York, various galleries
in Holland, Germany, Scandinavia,
France and Switzerland took notice
of the potential business tied to the
universe of Writing.
Between 1983 and 1988 such a high
number of exhibitions on the theme
were inaugurated as to generate

contacts between writers from New
York and writers from Europe, who
were the unusual spectators of events
aimed at a public of collectors.
The meeting between geographically
opposite shores generated an intense
exchange, which made it possible to
rectify certain stereotyped visions
which had been distorted by the media. It was a direct experience, until
then inexistent, which gave European kids a new consciousness, and an
opportunity to to perfect technique
and styles, discuss the dynamics of
painted trains and especially define
with more precision the figure of
the American writer and the reality
of New York.

Metroglyphs
New York for some is the soaring skyline of the Chrysler
and Empire State Buildings, the redounding canyons of
overgrown towers. But for me, the city has always been
the subway. Filthy, crowded, reverberating the hellish
friction of the rails, all of my memories of New York as an
overgrown biology experiment are there, underground.
When I came back after a seven-year draft-dodging
sabbatical-it was late 1975- something had radically
changed. The skyline was the same-there were no new
buildings thanks to the war and the Oil Embargo- but
there was a new mood.
I found it down in the subways where brokers continued
trying to read their Wall Street Journals without noticing.
The cars had been decorated, some would say attacked.

— Richard Galliano

Graffiti was everywhere, in full color, and layered. It was
not the old sort of scribbles of obscenities and gripes-no fuck you’s or impeach Nixon’s--but instead sublime
frescoes of letters: ornate, arabesque, and seemingly
nonsensical. The letters did not make words, or if they
did, the words did not make sense.
All of a sudden that morose atmosphere of conformism
and dread, captured so chillingly in George Tooker’s Subway (1950), was shaken out of its lethargy with splatters of joy. Colossal droopy letters, stark shadows, bold
contours, hatching, spots and polka dots, the variety of
techniques were infinite and the combinations of forms
unending. Graffiti was fit into the negative spaces of
other graffiti, superimposed, blotted-out, fragmented.
There was no control and little respect: subway art was
never finished and never left unaltered; no one’s work
was better than someone else’s.
What happened down in the New York subway had surpassed the dreams of modern abstract artists. Robert
Rauschenberg, Jasper Johns, and Andy Warhol had met

their match. How unfair that the subway artists worked
for nothing under threat of arrest while the gallery painters drank themselves silly while collecting their residuals! Many New Yorkers complained about the graffiti,
arguing that it was an affront to public property and that
it made people feel unsafe.
They never complained about all the advertising thrust
upon them down in the subways however, that interminable assault of ads for chewing gum, hemorrhoidshrinking pills, and pregnancy tests.
This spontaneous art form made people uneasy. It was
anonymous and rebellious. When I first saw the graffiti
they struck me as primordial, like Paleolithic cave-decorations. These metroglyphs were a type of sacrifice offered to the city in the only place where almost everyone
went (saving the executives in their helicopters). In a
world bereft of religious experience they begged for hosannas. In the thick of New York anomie they created a
new cult of belonging. Subway graffiti restored the true
purpose of art. - RICHARD INGERSOLL
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CHANa -TWS / Dortmund
I can’t forget the delusion when I
visited New York for the first time.
Absorbing Subway Art and Style
Wars meant thinking about the

famous iron “giant-worms”, and
the size of trains connecting a
million citizen metropolis. We were
kids that had grown up in smaller
cities, sometimes in towns where

even the idea of a subway was an
abstraction as we had never seen
one before. So once I arrived in
New York, I dove anxiously through
the subway gates, totally excited.

F

Fume - MSN / Dusseldorf
B
When I went to New York I understood what Writing
was all about. Before that I had the typical Subway Art
conception, with fantasies about elevated trains and underground legends. Like many other kids, I had to find
out about the main rules myself; nobody taught us how
to do things so obviously we just kept on following ideas
we had seen around, on photos or in spots.
Back then of course we were biting or taking some ideas
as main references and somehow this lack of sources in
the beginning provoked the evolution of a very defined
style in Europe. For instance, many of the German styles
became rigid, monolithic, and Dortmund took this even
further, even more straight; if there was a big influence
during the late 80’s/early 90’s, it was definitely coming from Dortmund. In my eyes the people from there
didn’t have a lot of creativity, but their blockbusters were
impressively massive once you entered Central Station
by train. Maybe this aesthetic was related to the working class mentality of this industrial city: locals who
painted a lot were really straight in what they did and
in how they made things happen. There wasn’t an effort

to experiment with style, interacting with the fantasyfactor, but always one rule, a very well-known motto
from the Ruhr area that sounds like “we are machines”.
Surrounded by this scenario I visited New York for one
week. When I saw the locals’ blackbooks I was expecting
variety, but the styles were even more creative than I anticipated, even different from what they were showing in
Subway Art. I realised that everybody there was trying to
be unique and not follow just one direction. That’s what
I was seeing in Germany where almost everybody was
trying to follow one style. So when I came back I started
testing things and even if people might have thought I
was doing ugly pieces I kept on trying and daring. I visited the New York subway in 1990, just one year after they
had buffed the last train. Everything was over but when
I first took the subway I was impressed: even though the
trains were clean on the outside I could anyway understand in what context everything had started.
Underground everything was dirty, we didn’t have this
degree of filth in Western Europe back then. Every part
of the infrastructure was dirty, slimy. When you walked
in the subway and touched something you felt lousy and
unsafe. Then I remember the noise. You went into the
station where cars let off an iron scream! I was finally living a real metropolitan context and I only realised it at
that moment. Back then local writers were in a transitory
period, old and famous writers weren’t painting anymore and new kids were hitting the streets with throwups or participating in the Clean Train Movement. Going
out bombing with the newest generation was amazing as
they had more energy and were really focused on insides.
We took train rides at night just bombing insides and I
could understand why people were doing it because the
train rolled through the tunnel and you were just standing there with your marker, jumping from one car to the
other. “Hey I’ve done five cars, but there are still five to
do!” and there was nobody sitting in the train at night.
I would go mad and destroy everything. It left a very
strong impression, the subway and its system. From the
point of view of a European kid you could really feel the
power it had, you really wanted to do it.
From the first moment I set foot inside one of those cars I
decided I had to paint at least one of the outsides, I realised I had to paint the New York subway. Once I had done
this I felt my goal was accomplished.

Stone -SAK / Munich
B
In ‘86 Roscoe and I went to New York. I was 16 and
through our link with Fashion Moda from the Bronx we
met other writers. I really had to convince my parents
to let me go, they kept saying “no way”. They couldn’t

On the platform I discovered how
small the cars were, how incredibly
smaller compared to the German
steel trains I used to take so
frequently and unwillingly!

subway used to be

The myth of the New York subway, the
desire to live the reality of the Bronx and
to paint the cars where it all began

ollowing the shift from indirect experience – mediated by books or television – to direct experience – favoured by the galleries that displayed
work by American writers – at the end of the
80’s a new form of thematic tourism appeared,
in which European writers directly catapulted themselves into the marginal areas of New York City. European
crews felt the urge to experience the New York subway
live and ventured into the South Bronx unconscious of
the risks they were exposing themselves to. They pursued the myth of the subway and of the ghetto, where
Hip Hop music was born and where you could see trains
travelling between buildings. Painting in the United
States was a tribute to the origins of the movement, a
symbolic act that often represented a milestone in the
‘career’ of a writer.
Yet the delay with which the phenomenon got a foothold
in Europe allowed only a few to experience the subway’s
moment of maximum potential, before the definitive
cleansing of all cars in 1989. The majority of European kids
in fact started visiting New York no sooner than 1990, and
would meet a second generation of writers, the initiators
of the so-called Clean train movement, representatives of a
completely different way of experiencing trains, in which
painting becomes an act in itself. Having to deal with a
now efficient train buffing system, the only opportunity
was to photograph the painted cars, freezing their slow
but inexorable trip towards the buff in a snapshot; the
photo thus becomes a relic and the tangible document of
an instantaneous work destined to be short-lived.
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were kids and had heard that as a writer in New York you
can go everywhere!
Once when we were at Fashion Moda in the Bronx, we
got lost and did end up in this really fucked up area. There
were some guys with baseball bats coming out from every side, so we quickly moved out trying to find the next
subway station.
Riding the bombed trains all day was great. One time we
cruised to Brooklyn, and we started to talk to the driver
of the subway. He was really cool, a Rastafarian, he liked
graffiti and told us about a whole-train that he had seen
recently. But he was very surprised by our presence there:
he told us that the drivers called the last station “Whites
off” because at this stop all the whites would get off and
only the black people remained! We spent seventeen days
taking pictures in the metro, we toured the rest of the
city just once, a brief visit to the World Trade Centre and
the Statue of Liberty, we spent one afternoon in Central
Park, and the rest of the time it was in the subway. Who
cared about the city when our greatest open-air museum
was still open?

Bates -AIO / Copenhagen
B
If you were into Hip Hop during the 80’s, you definitely
wanted to go to New York to see where it was all coming
from, to experience it and suck in all the information;
above all, you wanted to try to understand where it was
coming from and how it had started.
You can see the cultural movement in photos but it’s not
the same as actually being there, trying to paint and talking to some of the older guys.
Graffiti-wise, it was the same: when you paint you start
planning actions, you want to achieve: painting an endto-end, a whole-car, a good silver piece along the line
and, above all, you wanna go to New York to paint THE
subway. So I went there, it was my mission. I hooked up
with Poem, the guy from Flashback and he took me out
to paint. It was a crazy experience to go into a yard in the
Bronx and see tags by Quik. Entering the yard became a
big mission but once you were inside you were fine: of
course the train didn’t run, but as everyone back in the
early 90’s did, we took back-up photos at night, like a
souvenir, like a postcard to take home.

Shark from Dortmund to New York, 1993

— Shark

Cat 22 -CTK / Amsterdam
B

understand what was going on but they accepted it in the
end and I saw the trains running, it was a new beginning
for my life. When I travelled though I had a pretty clear
idea about what to expect of New York through the books
and media, but after we arrived from Munich we crossed
into town via the Brooklyn Bridge and stepped into the
subway and it felt like we were on another planet or in a
science fiction movie. So New York was more than I could
imagine, totally shocking. The smells, the sounds…I was
completely overwhelmed. We went to Fashion Moda in
the Bronx, where we meet A-One and Koor and a couple of other writers. They really freaked out when we
told them were we came from and showed them train

pieces from Munich. They just could not comprehend
that. Through these guys we came to know about the
‘Writer’s Bench’, even though it went pretty much unused as it was a real problem with the cops. We also met
David Schmidlapp from the legendary IGT graff magazine. When we visited Henry Chalfant in his studio he
showed us his huge photo portfolios. Seeing all these unknown trains was a blessing. He told us however that he
had stopped taking pictures, mainly because all the kids
had started to cross each other out on the trains. And this
was true, at that time, much of the pieces were crossed,
you had to chase after the brand new stuff. They also did
a lot of marker tags on the trains so it was hard to see

nice, untouched pieces. We just checked
out the lines, staying a lot on 125th Street1
1 The writer’s
because the trains come out of the tunbench was a local
hang-out where
nels there. We didn’t paint, but we tagged
they used to meet
inside the trains. It was in the 80’s and
to take pictures
it was pretty dangerous. Once we were
of painted trains.
After a few years
alone at a station in the Bronx we just sat
these hang-outs
there waiting for trains, imagine two pale
became off-limits
boys looking like complete tourists with
as they were big
hot spots for police cameras in hand. Some cops came by and
raids.
asked us what the fuck we were doing
there, telling us to move out of the area as
they didn’t want to return to collect our bones. But we

I went to New York after seeing Subway Art. It was too
much to believe… the “Hand of doom” car!
I worked in a holiday camp for poor black kids. They
called me the “Glockenspiel” because of my language,
and that was the only word they knew: “Frank Glockenspiel”. I loved doing that. We were based in a town
about 100km from New York. Every weekend the children went home, and we could go to New York, so I went
every weekend. I stayed there for almost four months.
New York in those days was nothing compared to how it
is now. Now it’s a phoney glamorous city which means
B continues on page 36
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Atome by Mode 2, Wiesbaden 1997

Skki, Echo, Mode 2 and Jay-1 at Paris Gambetta, 1993. First co-production between Skki, Jay-1 of BBC crew and Mode 2

Mode 2, Futura 2000 from New York City, Echo and Jay 1

Echo, Mode 2, Zism, Rest. Montreuil Paris 1992

hall of fame
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hall of fame

93 Haine t aime by Mode 2. Painted at Villiers Sur Marne, Paris 1990.

narrative and
concept walls
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— XG archive

— Echo

Koe by Echo, bush honey baby by Mode 2, St Ouen 1993

— Echo

— Mode 2

— ACW archives
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guide to building 3D letters

The double format of blackbooks:
from Delta’s ‘diaries’, a collection
of sketches and images, to Rens’
photographic albums.
A direct comparison between
two masters of style

In the 70’s writers in NYC used blackbooks differently from how
we would use them in Europe. They had two books: one only for
photos of the subway and the other for sketches, this was the
original way.

On the other hand we combined those two books into one, we
turned it into a sort of diary with sketches and photos. We reinterpreted their way and made our own.

This was obviously my choice, as well as that of a lot of other
writers from the first generation in the 80’s. This sketch is from
1986 or so. It’s the Bando influence. He was coming to Amsterdam a lot in the 80’s because of his connection with Shoe.

This piece was actually done in Rotterdam. I would go over to
Rotterdam in 1986 to hang out with Eras and other guys from
that city.

This piece was done in New York, I did the train with Sane, the
guy who later died. I went over to Henry Chalfant’s studio and
asked if it was possible to do a train so we did a scrap train over
in Brooklyn.

The first time I went to New York was in ‘84 and everything was
still bombed. When I went back in ’87 a lot of trains were clean
yet a lot of lines were still bombed, especially inside. It was the
best thing ever!

I did this piece in 1991. After that I stopped doing pieces for a
year. In 1992 I started up again because of what was happening to the subway lines in Amsterdam.

The trains weren’t being cleaned anymore for environmental reasons. They were building cement canals to collect the
chemicals that would be used for buffing the trains.

This situation brought a lot of foreign writers to Amsterdam.
Everybody was going wild for our train lines, everything was
bombed! This is why there were a lot of exchanges taking place
between cities.

This is a piece I did with Zebster from Germany. He was the editor of On the Run magazine, always visiting different cities...
during this time he published a special report on the Amsterdam subway.

I was using two different names at the time, Mess and Delta. I
liked Mess a lot because of the letters, you could do interesting
things with them.

This is my guest page, a lot of foreign writers wrote their tag
here. For example there is Rhyme, Zeb and Gasp. In 1986 Keith
Haring and Blade came to Amsterdam, you can see their tags
on this page as well.

In the early 90’s I was studying Industrial Design at the University of Delft. On my way to Amsterdam I was always on the train
for two-three hours with my sketchbooks, so I would keep
drawing outlines.

This is my first 3D realisation, it‘s an "E". If you look at it closely
you’ll see it’s not actually an "E", but just a shape. I drew this irregular element and then I just sketched the XY lines. I realised
this new shape was resembling an "E".

Honestly I didn’t do anything with it for a long time, it came out
randomly because I was always sketching 3Ds for a University
course. I applied the same 3D study to certain letters which I
then painted outside, like on this wall.

I was just experimenting by applying these rules to my letters.
I was also playing a lot with perspectives, for example like the
circle on this wall piece.

I was used to representing any object in perspective or by an
axonometric design because in ‘92 3D computer programs
were available but not that accessible. They were high-end
graphic machinery which needed days to render one image.

Even for architecture students it was common to draw 3D
sketches or to make models rather than render them with a
computer program used by professionals.

So I was trying to approach lettering as if it was something you
could stick on the wall. I had the same approach with product
design.

Then there was a turning point. I realised that maybe if I had an
"M" I could make the length of the "M" go like this, even if this
is not a real 3D, geometrically speaking it would be different, it
would be bent.

So I thought maybe there could be an arrow or anything else
in the shape; at that point I realised that 3D could really have
a form of its own. It was a completely different approach to
building letters.

For instance this is a real 3D sketch. I spent a whole weekend
studying these shapes and trying to draw them in a hyperrealistic way with lights and shadows as though it had been
rendered by a machine.

These were painted along the Roman Tevere river, you can
compare my style from 1985 with that of 1992. I’ve painted the
same spot again recently, but it has been archived on my hard
drive, which is a sort of contemporary blackbook.
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City Chronicles
BOLOGNA

RAVONE

Enclave of the city
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BOLOGNA

RAVONE

Chob
Around Ravone there was always
an incredible to-ing and fro-ing
of trains, we lived that spot as if
it was a neighbourhood. In the
end Ravone had become a small

meeting centre, as if it was a
piazza of the city. People were
really hanging out there, even on
weekends.
We were always painting there,
usually the Inter-regionali

train, the long one, on the Milan
–Ancona line, which was red,
and had a multitude of windows.
We would do end-to-ends on it
because it had great proportions.
The question was really not only
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about seeing your Name travel, but
also about painting and trying to
create a powerful composition on
an aesthetically valid convoy.

LINK

5 POSTE,

BOLOGNA
CENTRALE

E MILAN

Porretta
local trains

Access from
the underpass

ANCONA F
BOLOGNA
CENTRAL STATION

1 RIALZO
Regional trains

30 %

of all
painting
production

controllare dida
ITA - ENG

Ravone was a sort of no-man’s land for
every sort of activity, a real neighbourhood
inhabited by immigrants: there were those
that used it as a dormitory, setting up
electrically-fed rooms within the carriages
of the trash trains, and those that hid every
sort of illegal substance in the parked cars.
These people were so at ease in the deposit
that it made us writers look like tourists.
I remember a strange noise I heard one
Sunday morning as I was painting an
Intercity with Moe of TDT. The noise
resembled that of flowing water. We looked
around, perplexed, until we put into focus a
man in the middle of the deposit, who was
shampooing himself at a faucet of the
railway; after he finished he approached us
and said he lived in the train cars that were
close to the fence and that if we wanted to
paint them he would have been quite
pleased. —REPO

nella mappa

Access from
Via del Chiù,
metallic fences

4 RAVONE
Parked, entire
trains

Pendolini and
train prototypes and
mismatched cars
Beatings

50 %

3 PENDOLINI

of all
painting
production

At Rialzo
Longe
B

The trains that arrived to Rialzo
came for a check-up, it was a
large maintenance centre:
breaks were reviewed, wheels
were changed, the order of carriages was inverted. The nice
thing was that we painted an
individual car and didn’t know
where they would then insert it,
nor on which line, nor even next

Ravone was a city within a city and you
could paint in various spots, each far
enough from the other. So if one spot
couldn’t be hit we would just walk around it
and get in from another entrance, to paint
other trains. —CIUFS

2 RETE

Contact sport
to which other carriage. We did
the panel and it was then attached wherever they wanted.
It was like playing Russian roulette. We painted the pieces and
then the railway workers composed the puzzle.They might put
one on the line to Ferrara, and
attach another to the train for
Piacenza. Usually we worked on
the cars of the Bologna-Ravone,
which was abbreviated on the
base of the train as Bo Rav, because we were sure that those
would travel through much of
Emilia Romagna. But then again
it wasn’t always the case.

The Rialzo structure inside the railway deposit

— Dafne

T2B by Lego at the Poste

Chob
B

— ACW archive

Towards the end of the 90’s the
FS started recruiting night guards
to enforce security in the railway
area. In the space of a month the
entire population of immigrants
that hung around the station
disappeared, and us writers became their new target. The night
they busted us we were a group
of eight or nine people, among
whom Pum, Oida, Jack, Fish
and me. A dog, in full Rex-style,
jumped out of the window of a
train, followed by two guards.
They caught Gec immediately,
who was the unlucky one closest to the doors they came out

of. They had been waiting for us
in there. We started running like
crazy with the other guard following us. After a few minutes
everyone else had disappeared
and only Oida and I remained.
We were headed towards the
wire fence, with the guy behind
us still running and shooting in
the air, and we were almost out
of breath. I decided to throw myself in the bushes, conscious of
the fact I would never have been
able to climb over the fence; not
seeing me anymore, the guard
concentrated his efforts on Oida.
Hidden behind those bushes, I
saw the whole scene: Oida, as he
was climbing over the fence, fell
and lost his glasses. The guard
took advantage of this and aimed
his gun straight at him, shouting
that he come back immediately.
At first Oida refused. but then the
guard started getting pissed and

fired some shots in the air. When
Oida decided to give in and turn
back, that cop started beating the
crap out of him. I could hear him
crying out and begging “please!
please!”, while his ribcage resounded with the kicks it was
receiving, but I didn’t have the
guts to come out. I have never
felt as cowardly as that time. In
the end, Oida was covered in
blood. In the hospital they gave
him fifteen stitches on the head
and two weeks of observation!
Gec had also gotten it pretty
bad. When we went to the railway police to describe what had
happened they told us to come
back with a medical report so we
could denounce the guards. Years
later however, in court, the same
polfer officers that had invited us
to press charges were witnesses
against us. We lost the case because we had ‘resisted arrest’.

